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Market Commentary
Highlights:
 Dollar tallies biggest weekly gain since August
 Oil ends the week lower on slowdown fears
 China trade talks resume this week
Spotlight of the Week
The FBM KLCI closed slightly higher for the week on long holiday, as renewed worries about
the United States-China trade dispute .

Oil prices on track for losses on the week in renewed concerns about slowing global
demand. Concerns over the ongoing trade dispute between the United States and China
dampened sentiment in financial markets as well, hurting assets like oil.
In week ahead, the positive global economic outlook is expected to continue driving Bursa
Malaysia, as well as its regional peers into positive momentum.
The index is likely to trade in consolidation range as economic growth concerns and trade
worries linger.

Market Wrap Up
Regional Asia Indices:
China markets were closed for the week in celebration for Chinese New Year.

Hong Kong stocks ended weaker on Friday as the absence of any positive signs for a
resolution in the U.S.-China trade row dented sentiment, but the market pared losses as
investors eyed support from A-shares, which will resume trading next week.

Financial Insights
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Japan's Nikkei closed at a one-month low on Friday, as renewed worries about the United
States-China trade dispute plus dismal earnings from Japan Inc hurt risk appetites.
U.S. & Europe Indices:
Trade fears end European shares' series of weekly gains.
U.S. President Donald Trump said at an event at the White House on Thursday he did not
plan to meet Chinese President Xi Jinping before a March 1 deadline set by the two
countries to reach a trade deal.

U.S. Trade Representative Robert Lighthizer and Treasury Secretary Steven Mnuchin will
travel to Beijing for principal-level meetings on Feb. 14-15, a statement from the White
House said.
For the week, the Dow added 0.17 percent, the S&P 500 rose 0.05 percent, and the Nasdaq
gained 0.47 percent. The S&P 500 has risen more than 15 percent from 20 -month lows in
December, spurred by a dovish Federal Reserve and largely positive fourth-quarter
earnings, as well as hopes for an eventual U.S.-China trade deal.
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Technical Comments (FKLI Spot Month)
This week, we expect the index to trade in consolidation range. The support is seen at 1670 and resistance is seen at 1720.
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